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New advanced plant facility in Coos Bay to
support the West Coast industries in USA
In June this year, GMA launched a new plant facility in Coos

Bay, Oregon to support the growing demands of the aerospace,
manufacturing and ship maintenance industries along the West
Coast of USA.
GMA CEO Stephen Gobby, said that the new 115,092m2
garnet processing and recycling plant is our most advanced
facility in the world, providing 20 jobs for the local community.
“Establishing our facility in the Coos Bay Enterprise Zone
enables us to be closer to our customers. This allows us
to further improve our delivery lead times and maintain
a consistent supply of our products to help minimise
interruptions to their operations,” Stephen added.
Leading the way in clean mineral processing, GMA uses no
heavy chemicals in the processing of garnet, affirming our
commitment to the uncompromising health and safety of the
employees, the local community and the environment.
Moreover, we are constantly working with our customers to
minimise waste and develop more sustainable operations
for their business by offering them the complete garnet life

cycle solution. GMA will be first company to offer used garnet
recovery and recycling solutions to customers in the West
Coast region.
“Our used garnet recovery programmes will help customers
lower their garnet disposal costs, and a peace of mind that their
garnet waste is responsibly managed with minimal impact to
the environment,” Stephen said.
GMA has been providing GMA Garnet™ industrial abrasives
for the waterjet cutting and protective coatings industries in
America for over 14 years.
Our products are distributed from our warehouses or
processing plants in Texas, Montana, Louisiana, Pennsylvania
and now in Oregon.
Over the years,we have invested significantly throughout the
region, particularly in our mine in Alder, Montana, developing
it into the largest operating hard rock garnet mine operating in
the world.
By Stephanie Cheong, GMA Group

Through the plant’s garnet re-processing capability, GMA can now offer used garnet recovery programmes to customers in the West Coast to lower
their garnet disposal costs, and ensure their garnet waste is responsibly managed. The GMA team at Coos Bay (centre).
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Greater cost savings
for Outokumpu’s
waterjet cutting
operations
From left: Global Sales Co-Ordinator Mary Fay, J-Win Corporation President
Shinji Ichima, GMA CEO Stephen Gobby and GMA Executive GM Asia Pacific
& Group Strategy Iain Simpson.

“When you are out
of the door, there is
always the window”
In 2016, GMA established a business liaison relationship
agreement with Shinji Ichima, President of J-Win Corporation,
to work with GMA to grow market share in Japan. Having worked
with sister companies within the Jebsen & Jessen Group in a
business liaison capacity in Japan for over 34 years, we knew we
were in safe hands with Ichima San!
The President of J-Win Corporation is well-known for his smart
deal-making, energetic salesmanship and tactical agility. He was
often applauded for his "ability to crawl back in through the
window when he has been thrown out the door".
J-Win used its deep knowledge of doing business in Japan to
connect GMA with customers he believed would be long-term
partners. Ichima San believed that finding the right customers was
vital to help GMA grow our garnet sales for the waterjet cutting
and abrasive blasting industry. His ability to establish business
relationships with key distributors such as Koatsu Gas is a major
reason GMA has achieved growth in Japan.

Global stainless steel producer Outokumpu has
switched to using GMA Garnet™ abrasives after
experiencing greater overall cost savings from their
waterjet cutting operations.
By switching to GMA Garnet™, the overall garnet
consumption rate was reduced by three per cent.
Moreover, the consistency and quality of GMA
Garnet™ ensure high performance cutting and minimal
interruptions to their operations.
“Our technical experts also recommended machine
recalibration and cutting tests, and the installation of
a smaller metering disc. We managed to reduce their
garnet consumption rate further by another seven per
cent,” GMA Sales Manager Kjeld Lauritzen said.
“These adjustments also prolong the equipment
lifespan through less wear and tear on their waterjet
machine fittings,” Kjeld added.
Outokumpu is the global leader in stainless steel
products with production facilities located in Europe
and America including a sales and service centre
network worldwide.
By Jasmine Seah, GMA Group

Within three years, our market share in Japan has grown significantly,
thanks to the groundwork Ichima San and his team put in to create
awareness of GMA Garnet™. He has also helped GMA establish
relationships with customers that we are confident will be long-term
business partners. A great achievement Ichima San and his team
should be proud of, and one that GMA very much appreciates.
In June this year, the liaison partnership agreement between GMA
and J-Win concluded, and Ichima San is looking forward to finally
winding down his long and successful business career. I would like
to personally thank Ichima San for the support and guidance he
gave me over the last two years. In particular on how business is
done in Japan, and for introducing me to some of the finest food I
have ever eaten! Tokyo is a great city.
On behalf of the team at GMA, we thank you Ichima San, for your
significant contribution to our success in Japan, and we look forward
to building on the foundations you help built for many years to come.
We wish you and your family health and happiness in the years
ahead. By Iain Simpson, GMA Asia Pacific
From left: GMA CEO Stephen Gobby, GMA Sales Manager Kjeld Lauritzen
with Outokumpu Manager Operations Production Andreas Fagerds.
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GMA Garnet™ is beyond amazing!
For first-time garnet user Jeff Boggs,
GMA Garnet™ is beyond amazing.
It is incredible!
The owner of Metal Revival in Columbia,
Tennessee in USA has been using crushed
glass for his wood and metal restoration
projects for four years.
However, there are limitations to using
glass abrasives on wood applications. Jeff
found that the coarser glass may damage
the softer parts of the surface while the
finer glass was a nightmare to control, and
it generates too much dust.
Jeff began exploring other blast cleaning
options such as GMA Garnet™ abrasives
and the IBIX-Pro9 portable blasting system.
He put this new option to the test when
Len Reinhardt, a well-known furniture
restoration expert requested Jeff to
remove the lacquer finish from the top of
a 19th century English mahogany pie crust
table. Here is what Jeff discovered:

I started to increase the abrasive metering
valve slowly, and the gloss began to
disappear from the section I was blasting.
I couldn’t believe the control I had, and I
wasn’t even down to the bare wood!
GMA SoftBlast™ garnet generated virtually
no dust and lasted far longer than expected.
After 15 minutes, we realised we could
increase the pressure and garnet flow to
safely speed up the rate of production.
The desired surface finish was achieved in
less than an hour and I should be able to
reduce that to 30 minutes in the future. Len
was happy with the results as it saved him
three hours of hand sanding.
He turned the table over to show me the
“Made in England” engraving. The table with
original hardware is valued at USD$6,000.

GMA SoftBlast™ garnet is the most amazing
abrasive I’ve ever worked with. It flows
through my fingers like liquid yet generates
minimal dust when blasting.
Furthermore, the abrasive consumption
was noticeably lower compared to glass
abrasives. I’m sold on GMA Garnet™.
Metal Revival has also recently restored
the cast iron fountain owned by President
James K. Polk, a mid 19th century cast
iron bench, and preparation work for
several pieces of the Aerosmith van. For
more information, visit metalrevival.net
To find out more about GMA’s amazing
SoftBlast™ garnet product, contact our
sales team at +1 832 243 9300 or visit
www.gmagarnet.com/en-us/abrasiveblasting/softblast

When the GMA SoftBlast™ garnet arrived,
I expected it to be inconsistent in size and
prone to clumping – which wasn’t the case.
After practising on a few wood pieces to get
a feel of how it works, I began removing the
lacquer finish from the table top at a low
pressure of 15psi without garnet.
By Emily Brawner, GMA Americas

The top of the 19th century English mahogany pie crust table after lacquer removal using GMA
SoftBlast™ garnet (left) and refinished.

Learning proper surface preparation
techniques from industry leaders
When surfaces are not properly
prepared, the risk of coating failures
will be very high. You can reduce
the risk by practising proper surface
preparation techniques.
In May this year, GMA was one of the
speakers at the Surface Preparation
Workshop by NACE in Pasadena,
Texas in USA which aimed to help
participants learn from industry leaders
across the Gulf Coast.
By Stephanie Cheong, GMA Group

GMA presented on the types of blast
media, and the importance of using high
quality garnet abrasives to obtain a clean
and well prepared surface for coating.
Participants comprising coating
applicators, inspectors, contractors
and those who are new to the coating
market also learned about surface
cleaning and finishing, abrasive blasting
methods, surface preparation and testing
equipment, as well as health and safety
benefits of using a quality abrasive.

VP of New Market Devt. & Technical Management
Pete Mitchell from GMA presented on the importance of
using high quality garnet abrasives to obtain a clean and
well prepared surface for coating.
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JETTALK

F E AT U R E S E R I E S
The Garnet Edge brings
you JetTalk - a series on
waterjet cutting tips and
solutions contributed by
our experienced waterjet
solutions team.
Perform calibration and cutting tests to obtain an optimal balance between cutting performance and garnet consumption rate.

JetTalk: Calibrating your waterjet machine to
lower garnet consumption

Whenever you upgrade your waterjet
machines, running calibration and cutting
tests will assist you in obtaining an optimal
balance between cutting performance and
garnet consumption rate.
The type of garnet abrasive used by
your waterjet machine also plays a
vital role in achieving operational cost
efficiencies, optimal cutting speed and
cutting edge quality.
It is important to take note of the
specifications provided by your supplier
as it gives you an idea, the type of garnet,
orifice and focusing tube you should and
can use for the new machine. Ultimately,
you will not only achieve the optimal
garnet consumption rates but also keep
wear and tear on your waterjet parts to
a minimum.

Run a Cutting Test
Whenever a new garnet grade is fed
to your waterjet machine, you should
calibrate your machine and run cutting
tests. Different types of garnet abrasives
and mesh sizes can affect the cutting
quality and consumption rate depending
on your cutting applications.
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There are a lot of ways to run waterjet
recalibration cutting tests. The steps or
methods are dependent on a number
of factors such as the type of waterjet
equipment, the number of cutting
heads, connecting parts, feeding system,
application and pressure from the
pressure tank to the mini hopper.
However, the aim of this exercise is
to maintain or improve the cutting
performance of the new machine while
lowering the garnet consumption rate
per minute.
The thickness and type of application
are the only variables that should affect
the waterjet machine’s cutting speed.
Therefore, it is crucial that you adjust the
waterjet machine’s settings to achieve the
optimal balance between performance
and garnet consumption.

Using High Quality Garnet Abrasive
It is important that you invest in high
quality garnet abrasives. The garnet
selection criteria shouldn’t be based on
price as cheaper products may contain
impurities and inconsistent garnet grains.
These can create potential equipment
downtime with a significant impact on
the cutting performance.

Therefore, always choose consistently
sized and high quality garnet abrasives
such as GMA Garnet™ for smooth
cutting performance and minimal
machine downtime.
GMA’s world-class garnet processing
technology ensures that every batch of
garnet contains highly accurate sized
grains of the purest almandine garnet,
the hardest and toughest mineral used by
waterjet cutting industries.
Moreover, the heavy garnet particles
accelerate cutting speed and maximise
velocity through the waterjet stream
without any blockages. A higher cutting
speed gives you greater operational
cost efficiency.
In conclusion, selecting the right abrasive
and performing machine recalibration
and cutting tests not only reduce your
operating costs but pro-long the life span
of your waterjet equipment.

By Kjeld Lauritzen,
GMA Europe

BLASTTALK

F E AT U R E S E R I E S
The Garnet Edge now
includes BlastTalk - a
series on blast cleaning
tips & solutions to help
you achieve maximum
value and results in your
blasting projects.
Finer garnet grades can enable more controlled blasting, more efficient blasting performance and cleaner surface profiles.

BlastTalk: Advantages of finer

grade garnet (Part III)

By John Halewood,
GMA Group

In this final series on finer grade garnet, we continue to explore the different and
applications while highlighting three practical considerations in your blasting projects.
Fibreglass
Repairs to fibreglass surfaces often require
removal of top layers of resin without
causing damage to the gel coat. Smaller
garnet grains will facilitate controlled
surface preparation, localised repairs and
create the desired feathering effect onto
the intact resin.

Graffiti removal
The removal of graffiti will often need to
be repeated on regular occasions. Hence,
the facility to do the job without undue
damage to the substrate is invaluable. The
use of a finer grain garnet gives the blaster
greater control and helps wear away
unwanted decoration without ripping into
the surface.

Turbines and propellers
Even the finest grade of garnet remains a
hard and sharp tool. When turbines and
propellers become encrusted with detritus,
ultra-fine garnet at controlled pressures
can be used for brush blasting without
affecting the dynamics of the work piece.

Cases when finer garnet grains may
not be appropriate
The range of particle sizes available within
different grades garnets and the garnet

performing at variable pressures combine
to achieve a variety of finishes according
to specific requirements. However, garnet
performance is determined by the virtue of
energy produced by velocity.
When removing thick soft coatings, the
energy may be absorbed before the garnet
grains achieve full impact potential. Hence,
the heavier features of larger grain garnet
can be more effective. Equally, when
blasting off high build coatings above 500
microns in thickness and heavy corrosion
on ships hulls, finer garnet grains may not
be appropriate.
PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS:
• Optimal blasting performance is
achieved by matching the correct garnet
grain size for the specific job with clean,
dry compressed air at the appropriate
pressure in conjunction with controlled
abrasive flow rates.
• Efficient paint application can be
facilitated having a uniform surface
profile and without rogue peaks or
oversized troughs.
• The unique physical nature of garnet
being sharp, hard and tough allows
usage at lower air pressures, avoiding
over blasting or unnecessary damage to
the substrate.

CONCLUSION
The physical nature of finer grade garnet
facilitates better blasting performance.
Finer garnet grades can enable more
controlled blasting, more efficient blasting
performance and cleaner surface profiles
up to 75 microns. Certain surface coatings
like mill scale, light rust and low build
coatings can be removed more effectively
with finer than coarser grade garnet.
Specialised finishes on applications
like graffiti removal, fibreglass and
flash blasting are made possible by the
combination of finer grains and variable air
pressure. Selecting the smallest particle
size required to achieve the desired result
will reduce the need to paint over rogue
peaks or fill oversized troughs within the
surface profile.
It is important to consult a garnet expert
in your planning stage of project to obtain
the right garnet abrasive for your desired
profile. This can result in increasing blasting
rates by more than 10% and reducing the
volume of abrasive used by up to 10%,
resulting in shorter project times and
lower cost.

THE GARNET EDGE
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GAC joins NACE
Annual General
Meeting in Dhahran
From left: GMA Business Devt. Manager Ajay Thanki, IBIX Sales Director Luciano Bruner,
IBIX President & CEO Susanna Giovannini and GMA Sales Manager Jignesh Bhatt.

GMA ToughBlast™
showcased at IPCC 2019
GMA was the gold sponsor of this year’s International Pipeline
Coating Conference (IPCC) in Abu Dhabi, UAE from 16 to 18
April 2019.
The GMA team showcased GMA ToughBlast™ garnet, the
latest high performance blasting abrasive to users in the
pipeline industry.

GMA’s joint venture company in Saudi Arabia Garnet Arabia Company (GAC) participated in
the NACE Annual General Meeting in Dhahran
on 11 July 2019.
The event was hosted by NACE Dhahran Saudi
Arabia Section under the patronage of Saudi
Aramco Chief Engineer Dr Jamil Al- Bagawi.
Established in 1975, the NACE Dhahran Saudi
Arabia Section is part of the National Association
of Corrosion Engineers in West Asia and Africa.
It is dedicated to provide an effective forum for
members to share and discuss various corrosion
technologies. The section is also an excellent
networking source for individuals and companies
involved in dealing with corrosion challenges.
By Ramkumar Vijayakumar, Garnet Arabia Company

The conference offered participants information and updates
on the latest technologies and solutions. In addition to excellent
networking opportunities, it connected oil & gas operators
and technology and solution providers to discuss technical
challenges associated with pipeline protection.
Moreover, the event served as a good platform to learn more
about the ongoing and future pipeline projects in the
Middle East.
By Jignesh Bhatt, GMA Middle East

From left: NACE Dhahran Section Trustee from Saudi Aramco
CSD Mohammed Al Baroot, GAC QC Engineer Arun Sathyan,
Saudi Aramco Chief Engineer Dr. Jamil Al- Bagawi and GAC
Sales Support Engineer Ramkumar Vijayakumar.

GMA attends South East Asia’s largest Oil & Gas show
The GMA Asia Pacific team
attended Oil & Gas Asia 2019 in
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia from 18
to 20 June 2019 to support our
distribution partner Syawaja/
BlastOne Asia in Malaysia.
Held at the Kuala Lumpur
Convention Centre, the largest oil
and gas exhibition in South East
Asia attracted over 23,000 trade
and professional visitors.
Participants from over 60 countries
showcased the latest technology,
equipment and machinery in the
Oil & Gas and Petrochemical
Engineering industries.
By Alan Godinho, GMA Asia Pacific
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The Syawaja/BlastOne Asia display
booth received a high number of
visitors who were interested in
understanding more about GMA
Garnet™ products along with the
equipment and technical support
offering that Syawaja/BlastOne
Asia provide.
In Southeast Asia, a total of 54
crude and natural gas projects are
expected to commence operations
in the region from 2019-2025.
This provides a great opportunity
to work closely with our key
customers in the region to ensure
they get the best outcome for
their projects.

From Left : BlastOne Asia President Dato’ Ya Mahmud, BlastOne CEO
– APAC Matthew Rowland, Petronas President & Group CEO Tan Sri Wan
Zulkiflee Wan Ariffin, BlastOne Business Devt. Manager Craig Reynolds
(back) and GMA Executive GM APAC & Group Strategy Iain Simpson.

EMPLOYEE NEWS

Giresh celebrates 20 years
of service with GMA
20 years of service

No one knows the ins and outs
of our Middle East office in Dubai
better than Giresh Ragoowanshi.
Giresh joined the Group as
Administration Manager when
the office was established in
1999. Within seven years, he was
promoted as General Manager – a
position he holds till today.
Looking back at his 20 years of
service, Giresh shares that the
garnet recycling plant project in
2004, and his efforts in promoting
environmental awareness and
protection in the region’s blasting
and painting industry are two
accomplishments that are close to
his heart.
These endeavours did not go
unnoticed, and Giresh went on to
accept a certificate of appreciation
from the Dubai Municipality
on behalf of GMA – an event
he considers as one of his most
memorable moments with
the company.
Giresh (left) with CEO Stephen Gobby at the long service
celebration held at GMA's Middle East office in Dubai.

By Jignesh Bhatt, GMA Middle East

Giresh, however, doesn’t take sole
credit for his achievements.
According to him, the support of the
Middle East team, and the trust of
the board members have kept him
going over the years.
Plant Supervisor Santosh describes
Giresh as a “very humble person.” “He
always provides growth opportunities
for employees, takes care of staff and
their accommodation needs,” he says.
“He is very jovial and speaks to one
and all.”
Dharmesh, a finance manager, adds,
“Giresh is very supportive, and I
have learnt a lot of from working
with him. It has been a wonderful
journey to work with a great person
like him.”
Whilst Giresh may be celebrating 20
years with GMA, he doesn’t intend
to rest on his laurels anytime soon.
When asked what he wishes for
the company’s future, he replies
with, “To see GMA as the highest
standard benchmark in this industry,
region, and the world.”

Keep rocking that flat top!
10 years of service

A decade on at GMA, Warehouse Manager
Darrin Langguth reflects on his journey and
considers the time when he first started as
one of his most memorable moments at
the company.

"His commitment to his role ensures that
product he despatches meet the required
deadlines, and that product quality remains
consistent throughout the supply chain,"
Clinton added.

As he celebrates 10 years of service, he
recalls how he felt when he came on board
in July 2009.

Darrin is also happy working with a great team.

“It’s not every day that you get this chance
to work with a mining company and given
the respect and trust of one,” he says. “Thank
you to all my past and present managers that
I have worked with.”
According to Logistics Manager Clinton
Ward-Horner, Darrin leads a highly capable
team whose contribution to the local supply
chain function is critical for the successful
distribution of GMA products across a wide
range of local and export markets.

“They make it very easy to come to work
every day and to take on the daily challenges
that we come across.” he said.
“We are so proud to have Darrin as
part of our team. Thank you for your
encouragement and motivation over the last
six years and many years to come,” Storeman
Michael Mills said.
Head Storeman Sean Leary hopes his
colleague of eight years remains the way
he is. “All the best for the future, and keep
rocking that flat top!”

Darrin (left) receiving an anniversary gift
from GMA CEO Stephen Gobby

By Stephanie Cheong, GMA Group
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CEO Stephen Gobby (right) congratulates Ricky for 25 years of service at GMA.

Ricky is one of a kind
25 years of service

In the blink of an eye, Ricky Williams has been with GMA for
over two and a half decades.
He celebrated 25 years of service in January this year. Ricky
works as a Plant Operator at our Dry Plant in Geraldton,
Australia, and he wanted to share how he felt over the years
at GMA:
“Hi, just a few words to say thank you to GMA for the job
opportunity many years ago - 25 to be exact but it felt like
yesterday. The years have gone by so quickly that I forget at times
when GMA was that relatively small company back then, just
starting to get a foothold into the international sandblasting market.
In the years that followed, the job was somewhat demanding, with
good and challenging times but we soldiered on.

Over the years, I have seen GMA grow from strength to strength
into the global company we are today. I am proud to have been a
part of that journey, and I look forward to the next phase where
I will be part of the best of the best of what GMA can be.”
GMA CEO Stephen Gobby said Ricky embodies the loyalty
and commitment to GMA, which is a common thread
through our workforce. Ricky gives his 100% everyday
at work. I learnt this firsthand as I spent a day working
alongside him hand stacking 25kg bags on a pallet.
"Let's just say his stocking rate was a bit quicker than mine!"
By Belinda Burrows, GMA Mining Australia

When it comes to the running of both plants, Ricky is a wealth of knowledge...
"For the past seven years, Ricky has helped me in my own
journey at GMA. He is a wealth of knowledge when it
comes to the running of both plants and often points me
in the right direction when I needed it. Congratulations
on your 25-year anniversary and thank you for all your
help and advice over the years."

"Ricky is one of a kind. Over the years, he has helped many
people out at GMA. I have worked with him for the last 20
years and found him to be an honest, reliable co-worker
with extensive knowledge when it comes to the day to day
running of both plants."
Leading Hand Clive McCagh

Supervisor Leanne Scally
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GMA Garnet Group (GMA) is the trusted global leader in industrial garnet and has been providing the highest quality garnet
abrasive to the waterjet cutting and protective coating industries for over 35 years. GMA is the only global garnet supplier
to own the complete supply chain from source and processing to international distribution. We deliver specialist advice
and distribute a complete range of premium abrasive products to more than 80 countries from our own warehouses and a
network of more than 100 distributor outlets.

